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Snow Days

As I write this the snow is
falling hard and heavy out
the window, the second
storm in as many weeks. I
was hoping to write about
all the riding opportunities
in the New Year, but am
having a hard time finding inspiration.
Still, the club has been plenty active.
The most recent online uproar has been
about breakfast: whether or where to
move it, what time it should be, how far
away a “traveling” breakfast should be –
seems we’re always talking about food. (As
of press time, it’s 8:30 am for the winter,
then back to 7:30 when the temperatures
improve. Weck’s is having a trial Traveling
Breakfast in January to see how it stacks
up for a possible permanent location. Stay
tuned for more lively discussion.)
And speaking of food, check out the
pictures of the Christmas Party on the
back cover, the #2 eating extravaganza of
the year. #1, of course, is the Progressive
Breakfast, which is coming right up on
February 4th. Bring a big appetite, electric clothes, and if things keep up the way
they are, snow tires.
I have to say, though, that except for
the Christmas Party riding is more evident in the LOE BMW R than in many
motorcycle groups. The web site is loaded
with pictures of rides taken far and wide,
with plans and speculation about rides
to come. In this issue you’ll find the first
installment of RJ Mirabal’s story of a
group of club members riding all over

the western states, and the
web site may have to build
a special section for Rusty
Gordon’s frequent far flung
adventures. I find all of that
inspiring.
January also includes the
Ride Planning Meeting, so
expect to see a jam packed
calendar next month in order to start
planning your own rides for the year. I
encourage all of you to come participate,
to add your excitement and dreams to the
list of places far off and near you’d like
to visit.
As you can see from regularly scanning
these pages, you can ride for a day or a
week, 50 miles or 2,000 miles, and you
will find friends who’d like to come along
and share the experience. If the event features food you’re sure to attract a crowd.
So come and help plan – if you cook it,
they will come.
For myself, I just finished (courtesy of
Gary Oleson) a major service on the bike,
a virtual overhaul that hopefully gets it
ready for a big year of riding. My longest
trip last year was a week in Colorado, but
there are a ton of western states I’ve never
seen on two wheels. It’s been years since
I’ve taken a major motorcycle trip, and
as cabin fever starts to set in those summer mountains and desert expanses look
better and better. So I spend the winter
commuting between my house and the
coffee shop, dreaming of the open road
and me riding into the sunset. If it ever
stops snowing, that is.
David Wilson, editor

News from
the Land of
Enchantment
BMW Riders

December’s Christmas
Party was one for the
record books, with
tons of food, drink and
friends. It was the club’s
ultimate Drive to Eat
event. Next up is the
Progressive Breakfast,
which actually includes
riding motorcycles.
My New Year’s
resolution: to keep
my eyes open when
somebody takes my
picture.

www.nmbmwmc.org
BMW MOA Charter #123
BMW RA Charter #81

The Boys Do Boise, (or) Getting Sconed in Ogden,
(or) Mosey to Boise, (or) Deerslayer Bags a GPS
A Ride Report by Lenny Gragg, Eric Christoffersen, RJ, and philosophical comments (mostly misquoted) by John Carlson
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RJ gets sconed.

Beartooth sharp peaks
close up.

Eric grooving on some
tunes.
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magine an early morning congregation
of four BMW riders all gathered round
a campfire in the mythical Colorado
village of Paonia. A blue enameled
coffee pot is suspended by baling wire
over the fire. Leno reaches carefully over
the fire to retrieve the coffee pot without
burning his hand. He turns to RJ, who for
some reason has been confused in Leno’s
mind with someone else.
“Latté, Jeb?”
So begins one of the running “jokes”
of the ride. Whenever you’re with Leno,
Eric, and John, there quickly develop
running jokes that, unlike dead horses,
can be beaten well beyond
their sell-by dates. Which is
part of the fun of riding with
this trio.
Eric, who bills himself as
Deerslayer, reports that the
morning he left Santa Fe, he
was “Thoroughly soaked from
Santa Fe to Tesuque with
mild rain following until
Pojoaque, then almost dry by
Abiquiu and why does my
ABS light keep coming on above 85 mph?”
(Editor’s note: there will be occasional references to excessive speeds by the boys who
are actually somewhat delusional about
their true velocities which are actually
always within the posted speed limits.)
Deerslayer continues into the dawn as
the trio from Albuquerque make their
way through a dark, rainy morning across the West Mesa, Rio
Rancho, then north on 550 as
dawn and drier weather beckons.
The group continues north in
a montage of both twisty roads
and long flat expanses zooming
through sweepers, topping mountain passes, and leaving huge RV’s
in their wake. They then settle
into late afternoon at a Salt Lake
City service station, noticing a 20-something, very tall, lanky young rider gassing
up a pristine airhead.

20-something: (walking up to John) Hey,
what’s up?
John: (looking up from fiddling with his
MP3 player) Not too much. Nice bike.
20-something: I see all of you are from
New Mexico, where are you headed?
Leno: (walking up to John and 20-something) Boise RA rally. Yourself?
20-something: No, but let me tell
you when you guys are heading back
you have got to do the Beartooth Pass
between Montana and Wyoming. It’s sick.
(John and Lenny look at each other puzzled by this remark)
Leno: I always heard it’s a great ride.
20-something: Yeah, it’s totally sick.
(Meanwhile Deerslayer and RJ have
walked up. Since both of them are in on the
latest adolescent slang, they understand
“sick” to mean “far out!”)
20-something: It was so sick, after going
over, I turned around and did it again!
(Now, John and Leno are starting to get
it. The boys excuse themselves and make
their way to Salt Lake City downtown.)
They find a sidewalk café and load up
on manly sandwiches.
Next, the foursome find themselves
whizzing along in the unbelievably brisk
Salt Lake City freeway traffic. Though
the lanes are crowded, the velocities
even in the right hand lane far exceed
what the boys are accustomed to in New
Mexico. The boys exclaim to themselves:
“Wow, we’re going 85 in the left lane!”
(Editor’s note: remember, they exaggerate true speed, which is always within the
posted speed limit.)
Next, it’s “Find the Motel” time as they
ride into the quaint streets of Ogden, a
small city north of Salt Lake. The bikes
pull up to a rather seedy looking motel.
John: How ‘bout this one?
Leno: Looks real homey.
Deerslayer: (getting a good look at some
woman of easy virtue accompanied by a
slovenly man who seems to be groping for
a baggie of some crystalline material in his
pants pocket) You know, I’m thinking we

need to look a little further.
The next morning they pile into
Jeremiah’s, a rather stunning café at the
front of the motel.
Leno: Latté, John? (as he refreshes
John’s cup)
(A rather attractive, tall slender blond
waitress patiently puts up with stupid
remarks from the boys as she takes their
orders)
RJ: Make it a scone.
Several minutes later the steaming
plates of eggs, bacon, sausage, ham, etc.
are placed in front of each of the guys.
Then, with dramatic flair, the waitress
presents the last plate to RJ.
Attractive Slender Blond Waitress: And
here’s your scone!
(The plate is lowered dramatically in
front of RJ to a loud swell of the Star Wars
theme music. All four boys stare, stunned
into silence as they view a “scone” spilling
over the edges of the large plate.)
Deerslayer: Whoa, dude! That’s a scone?
(Leno takes a picture of RJ with the King
Kong scone as evidence they weren’t exaggerating the size of this thing.)
Attractive Slender Blond Waitress: You
boys aren’t from around here, are you?
The rest of the morning is a fast
paced streak across the open country
of Northern Utah and into the farming
country of Southern Idaho, leading RJ
to wonder if he is in Iowa except it’s got
mountains in the distance and the Snake
River winding in and out around the
foothills.
Leno: (speaking to himself) What’s this
town coming up? Mountain Home? (He
looks for the mountains) Why, the closest
mountains are about fifty miles away.
John: (fiddling with his MP3 player as he
gives his bike full throttle) Dang! I need a
battery recharge!
Deerslayer: (as he reaches into his tank
bag crammed with electronic devices, an
AC/DC converter, a microwave, entertainment center, and travel refrigerator) Dude,
where’s my satellite dish?
The riders continue into Boise, wander around a bit, find the fairgrounds

and register for the rally. Deerslayer is
impressed: “Dude, cool little local rides
book…” Which it was – one of the best
and most professional looking collection
of maps and commentary anyone has
seen for a rally. Too bad the rally itself
was underattended and somewhat boring.
Sipapu is far more friendly, has almost as
many vendors, and is well liked by riders.
After getting registered, the boys ride
their bikes across a massive lawn on the
fairgrounds past clumps of tents to find a
nice secluded spot near some kind of stadium on the other side of the chain link
fence that surrounded the fairgrounds.
They quickly set up tents, and make a
beer run. After returning they get out
camp chairs and settle down.
Leno: (offering Deerslayer a beer) Suds,
Jeb?
That night, the boys recount the day’s
ride while fixing Deerslayer’s ABS problem. Down on their hands and knees,
John and Lenny puzzle over the gap
between the disc and the ABS sensor.
“Hmmmm, should both the Min and
Max feeler gauges fit in that slot with
room to spare? Probably not.” Eric wonders, “What changed? Oh yeah, new tires
on Wednesday.”
John makes some adjustments. “ABS
works now. Thanks John and Lenny!”
Deerslayer is ready to relax with that nagging problem behind him.
As it gets dark, they realize the stadium next to their camping spot is an
active minor league baseball field with a
loud, obnoxious announcer at the mike.
Endless contests and goofy cheers practically drive the boys mad when, as a finale
to the game, fireworks fill the sky immediately above the campground.
“Front row seats to the best show in
town; it doesn’t get any better than this!”
says RJ.
Actually, it did get better. All four
intrepid riders find that once they have
retired to their respective tents, the continually blazing stadium lights (the game
long over, the crowd long gone) allow the
boys to save flashlight batteries by the

Beartooth glaciers.

Moose Xing.

The group gets ready to
go.

Taking a picture of you.

The RT again by Lenny.
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John’s getting ready.

Beartooth topside and
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light burning through their tent
walls. Around 2 am, RJ awakens
briefly to find the lights have
finally been turned out!
The next night is a rock concert
featuring some unknown artists
that, once again, leave the handy
stadium lights on well past the
end of the show. Must be a safety
issue.
However, the second day
brings an opportunity to head for the
nearby Sawtooth Mountains for a great
mid-day ride full of twists and turns
through the forests. One stop features a
“creek” that had been dammed, creating a
lake that makes Elephant Butte look more
like “Mouse Butte.”
Late afternoon at the RA is time for
the final big prizes to be awarded. The
boys sip beer and largely ignored the proceedings until the announcement of the
winning ticket number for the grand prize.
We all curse quietly into our beers. But
Deerslayer, standing next to RJ, comes out
with a stunned, “No way!”
By the time RJ turns to see what’s “no
way,” Deerslayer is threading through
the crowd heading for the big open space
between the audience and the RA officials
at the microphone.
“He won! Eric won the $1300
BMW GPS unit!” RJ exclaims.
After the required photos are
taken, Deerslayer returns to the
amazed New Mexico contingent.
Addressing his admirers, Eric
states, “I have to say that other
than winning the Grand Prize,
the Boise rally sucked. Winning a
Navigator II did not suck!!!”
Yet another techno-toy to grace the ever
shrinking gadget space on Deerslayer’s RS.
For some reason, that night the talk
around the campfire gets very philosophical. By the end of the evening the
boys work their way through the reality or myth of a moral universe, the
existence of God, the relative merits of
various world religions (including some
California cults) and what happens after
we die. Although everyone has their
own perspective, it’s a friendly but honest divergence of philosophies. However,
all agreed with John, “Life doesn’t really
matter much unless you can get in a ride
or two a few times a month!”
The next day it’s time to head north

for Coeur d’Alene. They head back up
Highway 55 through the same uphill
sweepers they encountered on the previous day’s ride. According to Leno, “Very
user friendly, just mash the throttle and
lean. Couldn’t have been easier.”
Leno continues: “This road took us
north to Highway 95 along the Salmon
River and Hell’s Canyon. Very aptly
named, I should add. The thought of riding, at speed, down a boat ramp, into the
river was very tempting. Figured it would
hurt my bike though. It’s just a tad warm
through this area.
“The road after Hell’s Canyon took us
through a forested area where one of
Idaho’s finest approached from the other
direction. It appeared that he had a short
circuit in his headlights as they were
flashing on and off as we motored politely.
I’m sure that if those were not headlight
problems that he was either wishing us
well or encouraging us to have a safe journey – probably both. You know how our
fellow highwaymen are. We then eased
up to the rolling hill country towards
Grangeville, a bit cooler and a welcome
relief from the heat.”
RJ had planned on returning back
through New Mexico, skipping the stop
at Paonia the next weekend that John,
Leno, and Deerslayer had on their agenda.
But the ride back for RJ was to include
the famous (or “sick”) Beartooth Pass
between Montana and Wyoming, so the
four stayed together on the road north
until they reached Kooskia.
Then the three, John, Leno, and
Deerslayer, head northwest while RJ forks
off to the northeast. For the next 109
miles, RJ never leaves sight of the Lochsa
as he sweeps right, left, right, across a
bridge, on the road between pond and
river, sweeps right through a narrow corridor and high pines. Then repeat.
Meanwhile, the ‘Trepid Three continue
north. Leno reports, “Once again we
were forced to ride along the Clearwater
River for the next 50-60 miles, bummer…beautiful waters filled with rafters
and fisherman. The river runs through
the Nez Pierce Indian Reservation and the
area is filled with historical sites.”
Deerslayer summarized in his concise
style: “On northward…think we can
make it to Coeur d’Alene in a day? Well
there went Coeur D’Alene…there goes
Sand Point…no rooms. Repeat. Repeat. Get

rooms. Rest. Ride. Repeat. Many roads that
did not suck. You know it’s a beautiful day
when you do 110 twice before breakfast
and 120 before lunch, all uphill.” (Ed note:
remember what I said about their tendency
to overstate velocities?)
Leno continues: “Lewiston awaited
with a few more dubious looking motels.
A quick look around and we spotted
the El Rancho. Let’s give it a try we say.
Welcomed by Karen, probably the loudest innkeeper in Idaho, John laid out the
question, ‘Do you have regular residents
here?’ Understand now, we had seen
some scary characters in the mom and
pop places in Ogden. After assurances
that all would be well there, we settled in
with laundry facilities, cervesa fria, and
directions to Waffles and More, a little
breakfast hangout on the Washington
side of the river. Sorry, almost forgot to
mention that the El Rancho had beds with
the “magic fingers.” Now how can you
beat that for a quarter? Oh, never mind.
“Next day’s jaunt took us through
Moscow and up to Potlatch. We were
just hangin’ there when approached by a
couple walking their poochies. Well, you
know, the inevitable, “where ya’ll from”,
“where ya headed” is asked. This couple
explains that their daughter lives in
Albuquerque. Bless their hearts; they gave
us enough low down on their daughter to
rattle her psyche when our paths cross.
“From Potlatch up to St. Maries, a logging town surrounded by the St. Marie
River, St. Joseph River, and lower Lake
Coeur d’Alene. Scenic ride north to the
east side of the lake, crossing over the hill
and presented with a mind blowing view
of Lake Coeur d’Alene, I almost forgot to
steer…me being used to arroyos, ya know.
The road around the lake begs for more
throttle and some sidewall burning.
“Through Coeur d’Alene and north to
Sandpoint, situated on Lake Pend Oreille,
the largest natural lake in Idaho, 30 miles
long. Sandpoint seemed very touristy but
with a turn at the north end of the lake
we headed southeast towards Montana
and traffic thinned considerably. This
gave us a chance to get an energetic, shall
we say, look at the lake. The next 150
miles had us paralleling the Clark Fork
River through the Cabinet Mountains.
“Several of the next small towns had
no rooms to offer for weary moto-enthusiasts. So we hit it for other hundred or

so miles. It doesn’t get dark until 10 pm,
but after Eric’s encounter with a Colorado
deer (Editor’s note: haven’t heard his
story? Ask him sometime, you won’t be
sorry) he is no hurry to try the Montana
bambis on for size. There’s a signpost up
ahead: St. Regis, Montana. Looks like we
got ourselves a room, boys.”
Meanwhile, RJ heads east to Missoula,
and continues to Deer Lodge for his
first night alone. Gourmet frozen dinner
zapped in the motel room microwave, a
movie on the TV, a call home to check in
with Cheryl, popcorn, and good night’s
sleep. Repeat.
RJ heads south to Red Lodge for lunch.
Then up and over the twists, turns, and
enough high mountain pass vistas to
make the scenery in the “Lord of the
Rings” look like a bunch of anthills. There
are enough glaciers to bring serious doubt
about global warming, not to mention
mid-July temperatures in the 40s. Cliffs
steep enough to give a Big Horn sheep
pause made this one “sick” ride!
A long day commences as RJ heads
south down the middle of Wyoming
through the Wind River Pass, featuring
a deep canyon river surrounded by volcanic cliffs, alternating dry New Mexico
style mesas and vegetation. Finally out
on the flatland, RJ heads for a motel in
Lamont. Oops, a rather dead town, the
only motel not looking too prosperous
with a late ‘40s Chevy pickup rusting out
front. On south into the waning light.
Suddenly two antelope, running side
by side, start to cross the road in front
of RJ. “Oh no, oh no, oh no!” (the actual
words are more coarse, unsuitable for this
family publication). But at the critical
moment with RJ on the far left edge of the
highway wondering how the RT will do
baja-ing desert sand, the antelope turn the
opposite direction and head away from
the highway. Thank you, deer whistles!
Thinking of Deerslayer’s experience,
RJ continues at a steady 60 mph with
the most watchful eyes in all of southern
Wyoming for the 45 miles into Rawlings.
In all, RJ spots fifteen live deer, a dozen
antelope, and numerous dead ones along
the way. Including two eating someone’s
lawn in Rawlings!
Needless to say, the next morning RJ
doesn’t leave the motel until sure the
bambis were settled down for the day.
To Be Continued…

It’s all mine!
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L OE BM W R On the Road
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Sunday

Join the LOE
BMW Riders
Yearly dues are $20.
For more information
or to pay:
Land of
Enchantment BMW
Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.nmbmwmc.org
or contact Michelle
Williams at
(505) 291-8396, always
ontask@yahoo.com
Note Concerning the
Calendar
You are strongly
encouraged to check
the Message Board and
the Calendar (www.
localendar.com/public/
loebmwr) on the web
site before any event, to
be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll
also find impromptu
rides posted there (and
you can suggest and
post your own!), and
reviews and opinions on
club activities as they
happen. Isn’t the internet a wonderful place?
All stories © by the
individual authors, used
by permission.
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Sunday, January 7
Traveling Breakfast in Albuquerque
Weck’s at Osuna and I-25, at 8:30 am.
If you’ve never had a big pile of Weck’s
food, don’t miss it!
Saturday, January 20
Ride Planning Meeting
At 3 pm at Starkey’s on Montgomery.
Eat, drink and plan where the club
will be riding for the first half of 2007.
Put in your 2¢ about where you’d
like to go and what you’d like to see.
Contact Michael Seebeck at 271-4689,
seebeckm@bigfoot.com with any questions.
Sunday, February 4
The Progressive Breakfast!
The great traveling while eating breakfast
event of LOE BMW R will commence on
Super Bowl Sunday at Gary and Shelly
Oleson’s for pastries, bagels, and plenty
of hot coffee (or tea, or cocoa) at 8:30 am.
Their address is 419 La Communidad NW
in Alameda. Next we’ll trek to east of the
Sandias to the legendary Sedillo Hill and
drop in on the Kelly’s, new members to
the club, for tons of homemade (really!)
breakfast burritos. Then we’ll soldier on
back through the Tijeras Pass and head
north to Johnny and Janice Vaughan’s in
Placitas for sweets of all kinds and, probably, some more coffee! This is a great way
to put on some miles, a lot of pounds, but
to burn off some calories trying to keep
warm (turn off your electrics and burn
more calories!). I hope we’ll have passable
riding weather and not have to make it a
cage driving event.
Friday-Sunday, May 18-20
Roadrunner Rally, Heber, AZ
There will surely be a club contin-
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gent going to this favorite event – stay
tuned! At Camp Shadow Pines. Details at
www.azbeemers.org/rally.php
Thursday-Sunday, July 19-22, 2007
BMW MOA National Rally
Take a few days to check out the mountains around West Bend, Wisconsin (only
kidding – but they do have great cheese).
Stay tuned for more details or check out
www.bmwmoa.org for more details.
What News There Is
Counter Steering with RJ
by RJ Mirabal
Although it’s 2007, let’s return
to 2006 for just a
little bit longer and
savor the memory of
our Christmas Party,
December 9th at the
Quarters. It was a bit of
a tight fit for awhile during the socializing
(tire kicking) munching on appetizer sampling beer tasting phase because another
party occupied some of our space (due to
a reservation snafu), but they were soon
done with their own little party and we
spread out and sat down just in time for
plateful after plateful of barbeque, fries,
salads, more beer, toast, beans, and topped
off with two slabs of cake. We had nearly
90 people there and it’s getting just about
time to rent out the Prairie Star Center
Arena for our next party!
Besides lots of conversation and waist
expansion the party gave me a chance to
recognize some of the outstanding volunteers for club events over the past year.
A variety of BMW caps, mugs, pins, and
key fobs were given out as a small token
of our appreciation. Of course, Gary and
Shelly Oleson were honored for their out-

standing job as rally chairs for Sipapu 22
which, among other things, went a long
ways to paying the bill for our Christmas
Party. Gary and Shelly have been a vital
part of this club and, particularly, the
rally for more years than I have been a
member and it was my pleasure to give
them a little recognition (they are responsible for bringing me into the club, but I
wouldn’t hold that against them).
Other hard working rally volunteers
were John McDaniel, a natural born t-shirt
salesman, along with Gary Cade and Mark
Winslow (who both also represent the club
well in the Sandia Classic AHRMA event
every year). Susan Stiff, our coffee lady at
the rally with her assistant Deb Fuller kept
everyone well caffeinated and hydrated for
the entire event.
Those folks who do essential tasks
to keep our club alive and well are TC
Hobson, our fearless web master; Dave
Wilson, who is the reason we have
the most professionally produced club
newsletter in the country; Lynn Coburn
keeping our members identified with
name tags and putting those printed
newsletters in the mail; Michael Seebeck,
who implemented the online event calendar and sees to it we have something to
do as a club (including the never ending
search for the perfect Sunday Morning
Breakfast spot at the perfect time of morning – it’s a cruel job but somebody has to
do it!), and my vice president, Bill Olsson,
who waits in the wings in case the worst
may befall your humble president.
Additionally, I took the privilege of
office to honor our past “President for
Life,” Robert Keen for his continuing
service to the club, the rally, and helping
me make the transition to president this
year. It was good to see three of our past
presidents at the party who also remain
an important part of the club: Ken Goode,
Bill Koup, and Tim Stone. I
also took the chance to thank
Michael Milgram who made
all the arrangements for us
to be at the Quarters the past
two years. Steve and Wally
Mounce performed a heroic
grilling duty during our rain
soaked Club Birthday Party
in August during the real
monsoon season, somehow
cooking to perfection our
brats and burgers in the mid-

dle of drive-by cloud bursts.
Our only temporary international LOE
BMW R member, Kristin Ackerson, of
Vancouver, British Columbia, has become
another transplant to New Mexico and
joined us at the party within a day of her
arrival by pickup/trailer from Canada.
It’ll make her trips to club events a little
shorter, so I presented her with a little
house warming gift.
To cap off the evening, we had a
chance to recognize the past three years
of service Michelle Williams did as our
treasurer bringing more professional
accounting procedures to the process.
Although she couldn’t be there, she
received a big hand from the crowd
along with a very stylish ladies BMW
cap and a gift certificate to El Pinto.
Thanks, Michelle!
That gave me a chance to introduce our
nominee for treasurer for 2007, newcomer
Mark Davis who promises to continue
keeping tabs on our club account. The
evening wound down as a number of
door prizes purchased at Sandia BMW
went out to mostly women ticket holders.
Better be nice guys so you can benefit
from the ladies’ good luck.
Great party, great club, and the greatest members. See you in 2007 for all
our events and, for sure, at next year’s
Christmas Party!
Write!
Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

LOE BMW R

Officers

President:

RJ Mirabal,
299-4916
rjmirabal@
yahoo.com

Vice President:

Bill Olsson,
821-8348,
waolsson@swcp.com

Secretary/Treasurer:
Michelle Williams,
291-8396,
alwaysontask@
yahoo.com

Activity Committee:
Michael Seebeck,
271-4689
seebeckm@
bigfoot.com

Newsletter:

David Wilson,
232-0266
david@wujiart.us

Newsletter Delivery /
Name Tags:
Lynn Coburn,
266-4449,
nmmagnolia@
wujiart.us

Rally Chairs:

Gary & Shelly Oleson,
898-8320
gsoleson@aol.com

David Wilson
3803 Mesa Verde NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 266-4449
david@wujiart.us

Sales, Service, Parts
BMW Riders Wear
2578 Camino Entrada
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
(505) 474-0066
1-888-774-0066
Service•Sales•Parts•Accessories
www.santafebmw.com
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PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM 87199-2095
Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
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December’s Christmas Party is always one of the biggest club events of the year, and this one didn’t disappoint. Nobody
went home hungry, and the beer lasted all night(!). It was a great way to end the year, with a crowd of best friends.

